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phyle n. clan, tribe, people \ ˈfī-(ˌ)lē \
[from Greek φύω (phyō), to produce, germinate, grow. Derived from ancient Greek 
φύεσθαι, to descend, to originate]

Leontios Toumpouris’ solo exhibition comprises a series of wall-based works in 
ceramic and leather, moulding and manipulating these materials to physically and 
linguistically hint at new bodies coming into our world. These bodies – an unknowable, 
primordial tribe – have been collectively generated and transformed through research 
into ancient processes and mystical ideologies, offering up new possibilities for these 
age-old materials and amplifying previously unheard voices within raw matter.

In his work, Toumpouris delicately treads a fine line between tangible fact and speculative 
fiction. He confidently blends precise investigations into the physical properties of 
certain materials with more fluid explorations of cryptic, mythical histories of alchemy 
and other impossible quests to comprehend the unknown.

The forms generated for this exhibition are not consummate, finite objects. What is 
being offered up here instead is less a complete body of work and more an ongoing 
work of bodies: a tribe coming forth, growing and gestating in different ways across 
the space.

Phyle is a generative gathering of different types of matter at different stages of be-
ing. These bodies are at once becoming and unbecoming before our eyes, seemingly 
assembling and fragmenting in tandem, in a permanent state of flux.

The archetypical elemental phenomena of earth, water, fire and air are necessarily 
put to use in the production of these ceramic forms, but the artist’s hand elicits 
a lighter touch than perhaps anticipated – willing the material to speak for itself 
in some ways and allowing for slippages in terms of physical but also conceptual 

structures within the work. Said slippages hark back to an age when chemical 
engineering and experimentation overlapped with allegorical conjurings and divine 
imaginings to create alchemical texts and manuscripts intended to be translated or 
understood by only a select few.

Toumpouris takes these ideas of coded, indecipherable scripts and transposes them 
into this work, searing cursive lines gleaned from shapes within the stretched clay 
across strips of leather. This is a language that moves imperceptibly across the 
room, spoken by this new clan to one another. It is a language of matter that moves 
beyond human comprehension: we as viewers are able only to catch a glimpse of this 
movement on these intertwining threads; the voice in question is not for our ears to 
hear.

We are witness here to intimate moments of creation, but these are moments formed 
in non-linear space, suspended in time between a prelapsarian past and an as yet 
undetermined future.

Text by Eoin Dara



Phyle

2018
Bisque fired clay (Stoneware, Earthenware, 
Earthstone and Calcium Bentonite clay), 
leather, surgical steel, spray paint, rubber,
dimensions variable
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*All images courtesy the artist



Leontios Toumpouris  |   Bios

Leontios Toumpouris is a Cypriot visual artist based in Glasgow. In 2016 he graduated 
from Glasgow School of Art’s MLitt Sculpture. He exhibited his work in solo and group 
exhibitions and participated in residencies and workshops in the UK and abroad. 
Toumpouris was awarded grants by the Cultural Services of Cyprus’ Ministry of 
Education and Culture (2017), The Hope Scott Trust (2017) and A.G. Leventis 
Foundation (2015) amongst others. In his practice, alchemical discourse and the 
alchemist’s perception of the physical world informs his methodologies of interaction 
with matter, fiction and narrative in site-responsive installations, text, sound and 
performance.
http://www.leontiostoumpouris.com

Eoin Dara is an Irish curator, currently working as Head of Exhibitions at Dundee 
Contemporary Arts. Previous to this he was Curator at the MAC, Belfast and 
Co-director at Catalyst Arts. He is also one fifth of the Household curatorial collective. 
His practice, both institutionally and independently, has been focused for a number 
of years on the intersection of private and public space in contemporary culture, 
particularly exploring feminist and queer agency within local, national and international 
contexts.

http://www.leontiostoumpouris.com/

